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Includes miscellaneous newsletters (Music at Michigan, Michigan Muse), bulletins, catalogs, programs, brochures, articles, calendars, histories, and posters.
In this expanded and updated edition, The Piano in Chamber Ensemble: An Annotated Guide features over 3200 compositions, from duos to octets, by more than 1600 composers. Maurice Hinson and Wesley Roberts catalog published works for piano with two or more instruments with information on performance level, length, individual
movements, overall style, and publisher. Divided into sections according to the number and types of instruments involved, The Piano in Chamber Ensemble then subdivides entries according to the actual scoring. Keyboard, string, woodwind, brass, and percussion players and teachers will find a wealth of chamber works from all periods in
this invaluable guide.
The Instrumentalist
Index to Record Reviews, 1984-1987
Ballade pour trombone ténor et piano
Musical Compositions. Part 3
Frank Martin
In this third of 4 volumes that include more than 800 composers and over 30,000 compositions Stephen traces the history and development of Classical music in Australia. From obscure and forgotten composers to those who attained an international reputation this volume reveals their output, unique experiences and travails. The formation and
demise of music ensembles, institutions, venues and festivals is part of the story and included in the narrative are performers, conductors, entrepreneurs, educators, administrators, instrument makers, musicologists, music critics and philanthropists. A concise yet comprehensive picture of Australian music making can be found in any given year.
Exceptionally clear, systematic presentation of the evolution of musical style from Gregorian Chant (AD 700) to mid-20th-century atonal music. Over 140 musical examples. Bibliography.
Ballade pour trombone ténor et orchestre
Notes
School of Music Programs
a revolutionary approach to dealing with the problems of music in the twentieth century
The humanities and social sciences. A
This is a five-volume series on major contemporary composers and their works for wind band. Included in this initial volume are rare, behind-the-notes perspectives acquired from personal interviews with each composer. An excellent resource for conductors, composers or enthusiasts interested in acquiring a richer musical understanding of the composers' training, compositional approach, musical influences and interpretative ideas. Features the music
of: Timothy Broege, Michael Colgrass, Michael Daugherty, David Gillingham, John Harbison, Karel Husa, Alfred Reed and others.
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for registration, the copyright date, the copyright registration number, etc.).
Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings
Dictionary of American Classical Composers
A History of Musical Style
Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series
The Harper Dictionary of Music
This is the first comprehensive introduction in English that deals with work by and about the Swiss composer Frank Martin. It consists of a biography, a cataloging of the composer's works and performances, and a 229-item discography. One bibliography indexes and annotates the most important writings by Frank Martin, deriving from articles, lectures, letters, program notes, and interviews, and another contains critical,
substantive articles about Martin and his work written in English, German, French, Dutch, and Italian. More than 25 formal papers in various languages, including some subsequently published dissertations, are referenced and the work concludes with two appendixes and an index.
The Dictionary of American Classical Composers covers over 650 composers active from the 18th century to today. Covering all classical styles, it offers the most comprehensive overview of key composers in the United States available. Entries include basic biographical information and critical analysis of each composer's key works and ideas. Entries also include worklists and bibliographic information. Whenever possible,
the entries will have been checked by the composers themselves to assure greatest possible accuracy. This new edition, completely updated and expanded from the 1984 edition, also includes over 200 historic photographs.
An Illustrated Dictionary for the Modern Trombone, Tuba, and Euphonium Player
European Music Catalog of Scores
Ballade pour trombone (ou saxophone ténor) et piano (1940)
The Piano in Chamber Ensemble, Third Edition
for bass trombone (or tenor trombone), harp and string orchestrra

Lists scores and recordings for music library collections
Prominent scholar and performer Douglas Yeo provides an accessible reference guide for all instruments in the low brass family and addresses a broad range of relevant topics with ready answers to issues that students, players, and conductors encounter. Extensive illustrations by Lennie Peterson provide clear insight
into many of the entries.
Hyper-specializing in Saxophone Using Acoustical Insight and Deep Listening Skills
Musique et dramaturgie
Bibliographic Guide to Music
A Composer's Insight: Samuel Adler
Ballade pour trombone ténor et pianoBallade pour trombone ténor et orchestreBallade pour trombone ténor et orchestreSchool of Music ProgramsSchool of Music, Theatre & Dance (University of Michigan) PublicationsUM Libraries
The Piano in Chamber Ensemble describes more than 3,200 compositions, from duos to octets, by more than 1,600 composers. It is divided into sections according to the number of instruments involved, then subdivided according to the actual scoring. Keyboard, string, woodwind, brass, and
percussion players and their teachers will find a wealth of chamber works from all periods.
Catalog of Copyright Entries
The Piano in Chamber Ensemble
ITA Journal
edition for bass trombone (or tenor trombone) and piano by the composer
Journal - Association for Recorded Sound Collections
This book presents a novel method of grafting musical wind instruments by exchanging an instrument’s standard mouthpiece with different tone generators. Using the concrete example of the soprano saxophone, it describes how, with six other tone generators, including brass, double reed, and free reed mechanisms, the
saxophone can be extended to nearly every wind instrument category in the von Hornbostel and Sachs classification system. The book demonstrates how it is possible to play these instrument variations with high proficiency, and describes the method of hyper-specialization, including acoustical insights, conservatory
training methods and the underlying philosophy. The latter is based on the cultural traditions of the different wind instrument prototypes and the Deep Listening philosophy of cultivating internal diversity, and approach that leads to a new level of wind instrument virtuosity that offers great timbral variety
combined with the flexibility of a regular acoustic wind instrument.
Terms, history, and biography with illustrations--Jacket subtitle. Reports on musical developments, terms, technological developments, composers, and musical forms.
A Chronological History of Australian Composers and Their Compositions - Vol. 3 1985-1998
A Basic Music Library
Ballade
A Bio-bibliography
Third series
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